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this giant wave, - that the hanging wood was planted, the

undulating path formed, and the seats and temple erected.

But all save the wood has either wholly vanished, or left behind

but the faintest traces,- traces so faint that, save for the plan

of the grounds appended to the second edition of Dodsley's

description, they would have told me no distinct story.

Ere descending the rampart-like acclivity, but just as the

ground begins gradually to rise, and when I should be passing,

according to Dodsley, through the "Lover's Walk," a seques

tered arboraceous lane, saddened by the urn of "poor Miss

Dolman,"- "by the side of which" there had flowed "a small

bubbling nil, forming little peninsulas, rolling over pebbles, or

falling down small cascades, all under cover, and taught to

murmur very agreeably," -1 found myself in a wild tangled

jungle, with no path under foot, with the "bubbling rill" Con

verted into a black, lazy swamp, with thickets of bramble all

around, through which I had to press my way, as I best could,

breast-high,
-"

poor i\liss Dolman's" urn as fairly departed

and invisible as "poor Miss Dolman;" in short, everything

that had been done undone, and all in readiness for some

second Shenstone to begin de novo. As the way steepened,

and the rank aquatic vegetation of the swamp, once a runnel,

gave place to plants that affect a drier habitat, I could detect

in the hollow of the hill some traces of the old path; but the

place forms a receptacle into which the gusty winter winds

sweep the shorn leafage of the hanging wood above, and so I

had to stalk along the once trimly-kept walk, through a stra

tum of decayed leaves, half-leg deep. In the middle of the

hanging wood I found what had been once the temple of Pan.

There is a levelled space on the declivity, about half the size

of an ordinary sitting parlor: the winds had swept it bare;

and there diRtinctjv visible on three sides of the area, are the
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